Abstract
Introduction
Clusters of servers, interconnected by a fast network, have emerged as a viable architecture for building highly scalable, highly available and operationally fast Internet services.
The clustered Internet service concept takes the single service process of the traditional service architecture, and replicates this process to form a cluster or group of service processes. The cluster concept increases service availability, service scalability and service response time by providing fault tolerance and greater processing power via hardware redundancy and software replication. The increased availability is a function of the high probability of operationally live processing implementations existing within the cluster or group at all times. The increased scalability and response time provided by a clustered service are achieved by leveraging the cluster processing power with load balancing and job scheduling strategies to ensure all replicated cluster/group members appropriately participate in processing.
Most Internet clustered service architectures are characterised by either Network layer 3 or Data Link layer 2 load balancing/job scheduling strategies. Layer 2 cluster architectures generally require specialised hardware or restrictive network topologies for implementation of the clustered service. Layer 3 cluster architectures offer more versatility with implementation via TCP/IP protocols and either WANs or LANs. Linux Virtual Server [1] is a well known and industry tested example of an Internet layer 3 clustered server architecture. Prototypes of Linux Virtual Server have already been used to build many sites [2] of heavy work load on the Internet. Linux Virtual Server provides extensive scalability, high availability, impressive operational performance and may be deployed in any network topology (WAN or LAN) running IP. Linux Virtual Server provides an obvious benchmark by which to relatively gauge the merit of any alternative Internet clustered-server architecture.
This paper describes the design, implementation and test results of a Transport layer 4 load balancing and job scheduling cluster architecture which the author has named 'TCP Redirection'. The TCP Redirection load balancing strategy is based on a new TCP option that is used by the cluster load balancer to redirect a service requesting client to the appropriate cluster processing node. The TCP Redirection job scheduling strategy is based on a second new TCP option that transfers job processing wait time data from each cluster processing node to the cluster load balancer. The paper will unfold with the following structure. Section two will describe cluster theory and implementations -with a special focus on Linux Virtual Server.
Section three will outline the functional specification and logical processing description of TCP Redirection. Section four will present the programming specification for the implementation of TCP Redirection within the Linux 2.4 kernel. Section five will summarize the results obtained from empirically testing and analysing the extended Linux implementation. Section six will conclude the paper.
Cluster theory and implementations
The clustered internet service concept takes the single service process of the traditional service architecture, and replicates this process to form a cluster or group of service processes.
The cluster concept is comprehensively treated in [3] . This section will firstly treat cluster availability and scalability, and then focus upon analysing existing solutions to cluster load balancing and job scheduling.
The increased availability provided by a clustered service is based upon replicated service availability management that has been described in [4] , [5] , [6] , and [7] . In overview, replicated service management maximises service availability because of the increased probability of operationally live processing implementations existing within the cluster at all times. The increased scalability and response time provided by a clustered service are achieved by leveraging the cluster processing power with load balancing and job scheduling strategies to ensure all replicated cluster/group members appropriately participate in processing. These load balancing and job scheduling strategies form a central issue in cluster architecture. Load balancing and job scheduling strategies display a four-way taxonomy: client side, server side DNS Round-Robin, server side filtering, and server side dispatching.
Client side load balancing and job scheduling underpins Berkeley's Smart Client [8] . The Smart Client requires that the internet service provide an applet running on the client side. The applet makes requests to the cluster to collect load information on all servers, and then chooses a server based on that information. DNS Round-Robin (DNS RR or DNS aliasing) is used by a significant number of Web servers to distribute load across the Web servers cooperating to provide the service. DNS support for load balancing is described in [9] . A single logical hostname for the service is mapped onto multiple IP addresses. Each IP address represents a member of the service cluster. When a client resolves a hostname, alternative IP addresses are provided in a round-robin fashion.
Load balancing and job scheduling by server side filtering is the strategy underpinning Microsoft Network Load Balancing (NLB). The NLB strategy assigns a primary IP address to the clustered service which is advertised to the user community via DNS. The clustered service consists of a maximum thirty two cluster members. The essence of NLB is that service requests are filtered and not dispatched. Whilst NLB requires no dedicated hardware, it can only be implemented on an Ethernet or FDDI LAN, and indeed only on a single segment of a LAN. NLB does not monitor the detailed workload of the software services comprising the cluster. The NLB literature states that where "client connections produce widely varying loads on the server, Network Load Balancing's load balancing algorithm is less effective."
Server-side dispatching is the load balancing and job scheduling strategy within the Linux Virtual Server architecture [1] .
Linux Virtual Server (LVS) implements three load balancing strategies -Network Address Translation (LVS/NAT), IP Tunneling (LVS/TUN) and Direct Routing (LVS/DR). LVS/NAT must be implemented over a private server network and does not scale as well as the other LVS offerings. LVS/DR must be implemented over a LAN private network. The high scalability and availability of LVS/TUN matches that delivered by LVS/DR, and LVS/TUN servers may also be deployed over either a LAN or WAN. It is the LVS/TUN offering that is used as a benchmark for comparison testing in this paper.
The operation of LVS/TUN is as follows. When a user accesses the service provided by the server cluster, the request packet destined for the virtual IP address (the external IP address for the load balancer) arrives at the dispatcher. The dispatcher examines the packet's destination address and port number and selects (via a scheduling algorithm) a real server to process the request. Then the IP datagram containing the service request is wrapped in another IP datagram with the encapsulating header containing the destination address and port of the chosen cluster processing server, and the newly formed packet is forwarded to that cluster server. When further incoming packets belonging to this connection arrive at the dispatcher (from the user), these packets are also rewritten and forwarded to the server already chosen for processing. The selected cluster processing server unwraps the IP datagram (thereby obtaining the details of the original connection request TCP and IP headers), actions the request, and sends the service results directly to the user. This is the major operational advantage of this dispatching approach over LVS/NAT. [1] reports that the time taken by a Pentium machine to rewrite a packet of average length 536 bytes is around 60μs and consequently the maximum throughput of a Pentium hosted load balancer is 8. dispatcher only processes traffic incoming to the cluster and all reply traffic is sent directly by the processing server to the user. Without the substantial overhead of processing bidirectional traffic [1] states that the LVS/TUN load balancer can handle huge amounts of requests; "it may schedule over 100 real servers and won't be the bottleneck of the system."
The fundamental reason for the high availability and scalability of LVS/TUN is its clustered architecture. The fundamental reason for the response time efficiency of LVS/TUN is that the processing load of the load balancer is restricted to only those communication packets coming into the service cluster. It would seem axiomatic that further reduction on this load balancer packet processing would in turn produce even greater response time improvements -and this is the motivation for this research.
Extending TCP with redirection
TCP (RFC 793) [10] is based on concepts first described in [11] . The TCP specification describes the protocol as comprising core operations, TCP options, state information, and interfaces into the upper and lower level protocols. TCP options were provided to allow new fields to be added without breaking the fundamental interoperability that drives Internet growth. Section 3.1 of the RFC 793 provides for options via a 40 byte area at the end of the TCP header. RFC 793 describes three TCP options: kind 0 (end of option list), kind 1 (no-operation, an option 'separator'), and kind 2 (maximum segment size MSS). RFC 1323 issued in May 1992 to describe a TCP large path option stated "Opening a TCP connection requires execution of significant special-case code, and the processing of options is unlikely to increase that cost significantly."
This section will now describe the TCP protocol extensions required for cluster load balancing and job scheduling. The protocol extensions involve additional TCP state information and an expanded options set within TCP processing. The description will be presented within three temporal phases: cluster initialization, dispatcher processing of service request, client processing of redirected service request, and finally cluster node processing and wait time updating.
Cluster initialization
Cluster initialization involves the cluster dispatcher and the set of cluster processing nodes. Cluster initialization causes the creation of the following additional state data within the TCP of the dispatcher and each processing node.
• Cluster_Sockets -an array of {Port_ID, IP_address, Node_ID, Node_Job_Wait_Time, Node_Total_Wait_Time, Time_Last_Updated} tuples.
The array Cluster_Sockets has an initialized element for each processing node within the cluster. The Port_ID and IP_Address fully identifies the higher service process running on each processing node. The Node_ID is a 16-bit integer value used by TCP to associate/identify each cluster processing node. The Node_Total_Wait_Time represents the total wait time of a cluster processing node (ie, a this metric is function of the number of service requests currently allocated to the particular node). The Node_Job_Wait_Time represents the processing time (possibly averaged) of the most recently processed service request on a particular processing node. Time_Last_Updated is the time at which Node_Total_Wait_Time was last updated. This allows the Node_Total_Wait_Time metric to be 'aged' in real time to ensure accuracy of representation.
All time fields are measured in 10 -2 second granularity.
• Seq_Number_Key. The initial sequence number (isn) within a SYN segment is a central component of TCP's reliability and flow control mechanisms. A valid initial sequence number (valid_isn) is a 32-bit value generated by the cluster dispatcher for each requesting client's use in subsequently contacting the nominated processing node. A valid_isn is defined as: valid_isn mod seq_number_key = 0. The SYN segment of each new request incoming to a cluster processing node must include a valid_isn.
The valid_isn is therefore used as a security token to filter out bogus service request segments (eg, distributed denial of service attack segments).
• Tcp_Role -an enumerated field with the following range of values: REDIRECTING_DISPATCHER, REDIR_RECEIVING_NODE. This field will be used in conjunction with the existing TCP state field (ie, CLOSED, LISTEN, SYN-SENT etc). At initial the cluster load balancer will have Tcp_Role set to REDIRECTING_DISPATCHER and each cluster processing node will have Tcp_Role set to REDIR_RECEIVING_NODE.
When cluster initialization has been completed, the cluster dispatcher's socket has been created, initialized, and is now in the connection state LISTEN. The cluster dispatcher's socket field Tcp_Role has been set to REDIRECTING_DISPATCHER.
With this state information, this socket's TCP activities will redirect all incoming client connection requests to the Proceedings of the First International Conference on e-Science and Grid Computing (e-Science'05) appropriate service processing node (i.e., the service processing node with the lowest Node_Total_Wait_Time). No connections will be queued on this socket. The cluster processing node's socket has also been created, initialized, and is now in the connection state LISTEN. The cluster processing node's socket field Tcp_Role has been set to REDIR_RECEIVING_NODE.
With this state information, this socket's TCP activities will receive each redirected connection request.
Dispatcher processing of service requests
A service connection request is initiated by a client to the cluster dispatcher (ie, the advertised service address). This service connection request initially comprises a SYN segment (with MSS option) arriving within the TCP of the cluster load balancer. The TCP socket connection state within the cluster dispatcher is LISTEN and its socket member Tcp_Role is set to REDIRECTING DISPATCHER. The arrival of the client TCP SYN segment causes the cluster dispatcher's TCP to prepare a (SYN+ACK+Redirection option) segment. The structure of this Redirection option is shown in Figure 1 .
The Redirection option fields Port_Address and IP_Address are set with the values of the processing node having the lowest Node_Total_Wait_Time. The field Valid_ISN is calculated by the dispatcher as Valid_ISN = (isn -(isn mod Seq_Number_Key)), where isn is a routinely calculated TCP initial sequence number. The SYN+ACK+Redirection option is sent to the service requesting client. The load balancer then immediately increments the Node_Total_Wait_Time of the identified processing node by a time interval equal to Node_Job_Wait_Time.
Client processing of redirected requests
The SYN+ACK+Redirection option segment sent by the cluster dispatcher subsequently arrives within the TCP of the service client. The TCP connection state within the service client is SYN_SENT. The client's TCP processes the Redirection option contained within the TCP segment. The client's TCP creates a new SYN segment initialized with the IP address, port number, and Valid_ISN obtained from the recently processed Redirection option. The client's TCP sends this new SYN segment to the nominated cluster processing node.
The net effect of the client processing of the incoming Redirection option is that the TCP three-way connection now restarts -the client's TCP sends a SYN segment to the actual cluster processing node whose address has been nominated within the Redirection option. The initial sequence number of this SYN segment must be set to the valid_isn advised to the client's TCP in the Redirection option. If this valid_isn is not used, the SYN segment will be quickly filtered out when it is ultimately received by the TCP of the cluster processing node.
Node processing of redirected requests
The transmitted SYN segment arrives within the TCP of the cluster processing node. The TCP connection state within the socket of the cluster processing node is LISTEN. The socket member Tcp_Role value is REDIR RECEIVING NODE. The cluster processing node's TCP validates the isn (initial sequence number) of the incoming SYN segment (ie, the expression (isn mod Seq_Number_Key = 0 is evaluated). If this expression is true, the isn is valid and processing continues as per the conventional TCP three-way handshake, data exchange, and four-way closing handshake. From this point TCP processing (including data exchange and the four-way closing) unfolds as per the standardized TCP state transition mapping.
Cluster Node Wait Time Updating
Following cluster commencement, it is apparent that this wait time data (within each cluster node and within the dispatcher) will need to be updated at arbitrary intervals. The TCP Redirection approach is that the updating of wait time within each node is required immediately after the processing of each individual service request. At this time (ie, after processing a service request) the higher level user process on the cluster node has recorded the time taken for service processing. This wait time data will then be advised to the node's TCP. This advice in turn causes the cluster node's TCP to send this new total processing time to the cluster dispatcher. The dispatcher uses this update advice to maintain an accurate indicator of total processing time for each cluster node. This wait time update advice is performed via an ACK segment containing new TCP option structured as shown in Figure 2 .
The Wait Time Update option field Node_Wait_Time is set from the socket member Node_Wait_Time. The field Node_ID is set from the socket member field Node_ID. The Node_ID field will allow the receiving cluster dispatcher's TCP to identify unambiguously which cluster node has sent this segment. The sequence number (seq_no) for this ACK segment is constructed to satisfy the validity condition (seq_no mod seq_number_key = 0). This ACK + Wait Time Update option is then sent to the cluster dispatcher.
Upon receipt within the load balancer's TCP the Node_ID value (contained within bytes 4 and 5 of the Wait Time Update option) is used to locate the appropriate array element within the array Cluster_Sockets.
The appropriate field (Node_Total_Wait_Time) of this array element is then assigned the updated value contained within the option.
Linux kernel implementation
The implementation of the extended TCP of section three involves changes to the network code base of the Linux kernel (2.4). This overall network code base comprises two functional layers [14] . The top layer is the BSD socket layer.
The BSD layer is the generalized API layer to facilitate user-kernel interaction. Consequently it is this layer that is used by an application process when that process communicates via the network. The INET layer is logically positioned below the BSD layer. The INET layer provides the detailed implementation for internet protocols (including TCP). Significant changes have been made to both layers within this research.
However the purpose of concisely describing those changes will be best served by presenting the new Socket API calls developed within the BSD layer and then demonstrating how these new calls are used to quickly build clustered applications.
New socket API calls
Interfaces are described in RFC793 as necessary for higher level users and lower level protocols. The specification states that "the TCP is assumed to be a module in an operating system and as such must offer protocol interfaces to the user processes and lower level protocols". The lack of detail provided in RFC 793 in relation to a fully specified and standardized user/TCP interface has caused much subsequent API development and standardization activity [12] . Among the more common APIs [12] are the Socket Interface, the Transport Layer Interface (TLI), the Stream Interface, the Thread Interface, and the Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The Socket Interface has become increasingly popular [13] and is used in this research as the user-process/TCP interface.
Three new API calls have been added within the Socket API (ie, the BSD socket layer). The function prototype of each API call will firstly be presented in standard ANSI C notation and then followed by an explanation of the call and its arguments.
The first call is used only by a cluster load balancing process. The function prototype is:
int listen_and_send_redirect(int sock_fd, unsigned short number_of_nodes, __u16 seq_number_key, struct cluster_node *node_addresses)
This call passively opens a redirection-sending listening socket (ie, TCP state is LISTEN, tcp_role is REDIRECTING_DISPATCHER). This redirectionsending listening socket will not queue any connection request (ie, no SYN or ESTABLISHED queue). Consequently no conventional backlog argument is needed and it is an error to call accept(..) on this socket. Returns 0 on success and -1 on error. The arguments to listen_and_send_redirect(…) are as follows:
sock_fd:
An integer descriptor for each connection.
number_of_nodes:
A 16-bit value representing the total number of nodes for which the dispatcher will receive service requests. 
seq_number_key:
A 32-bit security value as described in section three.
node_addresses:
An This call passively opens a redirection-receiving listening socket (ie, TCP state is LISTEN, tcp_role is REDIR_RECEIVING_NODE). The cluster processing node will receive and queue (ie, SYN and ESTABLISHED queues) all connection requests that will be subsequently processed (via the existing API call accept(…)) by the node. The cluster node socket will also regularly update the cluster dispatcher listening socket with the most recently calculated processing time calculated for that the cluster node. Returns 0 on success and -1 on error. The arguments are:
sock_fd:
disp_address:
The IP and port address of the cluster load balancer.
proc_time:
The benchmarked processing time (possibly a rolling average) of a single service request by a specific cluster node.
seq_number_key:
A security token as described in section three.
backlog:
Identical semantics as within the standard listen(…) call.
node_id:
The node_id of a specific cluster processing node.
The third call is also used only by a cluster node process. The function prototype is:
int update_wait_time(int sock_fd, __u16 proc_time)
This function call initiates the updating of job wait time data between the cluster node and the load balancer. Following cluster commencement, it is essential that this wait time data (within each node and dispatcher) be updated at arbitrary/regular intervals. This updating is initiated via the call update_wait_time(…) as follows. A cluster node process accepts a service request (via the standard socket API call accept) and completes the required service processing. The cluster node process also calculates the time taken for this service processingcall this proc_time. The cluster node process then immediately calls update_wait_time(sock_fd, proc_time). The cluster node TCP then sends this updated job wait time data to the cluster load balancer via an ACK segment containing a Wait Time Update option (ie, no data). The TCP of the load balancer updates its state information with the new wait time data for the sending node. Returns 0 on success and -1 on error. The arguments are:
sock_fd:
An integer descriptor for each connection. proc_time: The updated service processing time measured in seconds * 10 -2.
Evaluation results
The critical success factors initially established to guide and evaluate the TCP Redirection experiment were as follows:
• Reduced dispatcher work load.
• Reduced dispatcher internal state memory requirements.
• Distributed Denial of Service resilience • Increased cluster software design simplicity.
Reduced dispatcher work load
Dispatcher work load is a direct function of the number of network packets processed by the dispatcher during the life of each service request. Therefore the testing of dispatcher work load has involved comparing the TCP Redirection packet processing counts to LVS/TUN packet processing counts. The packet count statistics have been obtained using two test-bed 'timeof-day' server applications -one running over TCP Redirection and one running over LVS/TUN. To obtain service delivery (ie, 'time-of-day') a client simply connects with the cluster (ie, there is no requirement for the client to send data to the server). The test-bed servers also assume the client will initiate connection closure (ie, send the first FIN segment). This test scenario means that a complete service request will occupy 8 TCP segments (SYN, ACK, FIN, ACK from the client -and a SYN+ACK, ACK+data, ACK, and FIN from the server). All count statistics
Proceedings of the First International Conference on e-Science and Grid Computing (e-Science'05) have been empirically derived using the tool tcpdump to copy packets going to/coming from the cluster during the life of a single service request. All processing time statistics have been derived using the 64-bit MSR (Model Specific Register) Intel time stamp counter [15] . All processing times record the time interval between when execution begins within and return to the Linux kernel function ip_recv(…) 1 . 
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Reduced internal state memory
The throughput of the dispatcher is directly constrained by packet count processing load (section 5.1) and also internal state memory requirements. LVS/TUN requires the dispatcher machine to maintain two state tables for connections. These are described in [1] as a "VS Rules" hash table for new connections, and a "Connection Hash Table" Service mitigation control.
The only memory overhead is caused by the need to represent the existence and state of each cluster node within the load balancer. This memory overhead consists of an additional 48 bytes for each cluster node supported by the load balancer.
Distributed denial of service resilience
A distributed denial of service attack aims to consume resources at the server end. The consumed resources can be either the network link bandwidth leading to the server, or more regularly the processing cycles and state memory (ie, queues) of the server. The first attack goal can only really be combated by appropriate ingress/egress router filtering. The second attack goal however is clearly mitigated by two design features within TCP Redirection. The first feature is the absence of any queuing by the cluster dispatcher. All incoming SYN segments are redirected in real time and never queued. This minimizes the processing cycle and state memory costs on the dispatcher machine. The second feature is that every redirected SYN segment incoming to each cluster processing node is always checked for a valid_isn. If this check fails, the segment is immediately discarded.
Cluster software design simplicity
This section will show how easily the extended Socket API of Section 4.1 can be used to build cluster dispatcher and processing node applications. Firstly the template below shows the code required to build a cluster load balancer:
sockfd = socket(…) bind(…) listen_and_send_redirect(…) /* Now loop forever -TCP will automatically redirect incoming connections */ close(…)
The socket(…) and bind(…) calls create and initialize the required kernel data structures. The new call listen_and_send_redirect(…) is then made. Following this call the TCP of the load balancer will automatically redirect (and not queue) each incoming connection request to the cluster processing node with the shortest recorded wait time.
The template below shows the code required to build a cluster processing node: 
sockfd = socket(…) bind(…)
Conclusion
This paper has described an experiment in cluster load balancing and job scheduling. The experiment has explored the hypothesis that layer four (ie, transport layer) load balancing and job scheduling may well offer advantages over the existing industrystandard layer three (network layer) approaches. The hypothesis has been tested via TCP protocol new options within a Linux kernel. The testing has identified significant advantages primarily comprising a reduction in the packet processing count and state information requirements of the cluster dispatcher.
